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FULL COMMITTEE MEETING

CALL TO ORDER

- Called the meeting to order at 8 a.m

SELF INTRODUCTIONS, MEMBERSHIP, ROLL CALL, APPROVE MINUTES

- Introductions around the room
- Distribute printed thumb drive docs from previous meetings
- During the discussion of the TPS, Les Millies introduced himself as Liaison to Standards Committee.

APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES

- Motion to approve minutes from Orlando 2016 Winter Meeting:
  o Adrienne Thomle motion / Sean Gouw 2nd, unanimous with no abstentions.
- Motion to approve minutes from St. Louis 2016 Summer Meeting:
  o Chris Bensen motion / David Yuill 2nd, unanimous with no abstentions.

DISCUSSION OF TITLE/PURPOSE/SCOPE

- Motion to discuss TPS in main meeting (instead of deferring till sub-group meeting)
  o Jon Douglas motion / Dale Rossi 2nd, unanimous with no abstentions.
- Discussion with Standards Liaison RE process for our TPS revision once we get it settled.
- Continued with discussion of scope for this (Las Vegas) meeting series.
- David Yuill introduced discussion of proposed revised TPS to limit scope to FDD for economizer systems, and defer refrigeration airflow sub systems.
- Concerns were raised about a continuing of refrigeration processes in the (work) beyond the new TPS specific to economizer.
- Discussion of whether SSPC format sets a workable framework to move forward. Concerns raised that there are too many unknowns to take firm position pending guidance from ASHRAE.
• Motion: “Keep current TPS of committee SPC207P unchanged for the time being and follow up by asking ASHRAE Standards committee for permission to issue for public review a draft standard with a narrower TPS to cover air side economizers.”
  o Dave Shipley motion / Mike Brambley 2nd, unanimous with no abstentions.

• Meeting discussion continued with review of inter-meeting work with wordsmithing of revised “economizer centric” document. Group discussion suggested need to continue work groups activity with refrigeration and airflow sections as work stoppage could adversely impact continuity and cause more work later to re-start. Seemed to be group consensus but no motion to formalize the “multi-path” roadmap vs only focus on economizer section (and document).

ADJOURN

• Meeting adjourned at 10:00 am.